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Hermann Albers
President of the German Wind  
Energy Association (BWE)

Germany – A real life  
laboratory for transitional 

energy technologies 
The German wind power industry is  
facing an upheaval, with the new govern-
ment commencing work and the three 
government parties framing climate neu-
trality as their shared, unifying agenda. 
Germany will see an increase in impor-
tance as a central market for all technol-
ogies associated with the energy turna-
round. 
This quarterly outlook sets its sights on 
burgeoning innovations, where new 
procedures and technological systems 
are being implemented, as well as upon 
what developments the German wind 
power industry is undergoing. In do-
ing so, we contribute to the transfer of 
knowledge and a climate neutral Europe. „

Bernd Aufderheide
CEO of Hamburg Messe and  
Congress GmbH

At WindEnergy Hamburg 
we welcome the whole 

world of wind energy: 35.000 
visitors from 100 countries, 1.400 com-
panies from 40 countries, onshore and 
offshore. The biggest gathering of the 
global wind industry is accompanied by 
conference sessions and for the first time 
we present the co-located "H2 Expo and 
Conference", an international meeting 
place focused on the generation, distri-
bution and use of green hydrogen.

Photographer Michael Zapf „

Klaus Liermann
CEO of Messe Husum and  
Congress

The german wind industry 
has its beginnings in Husum. 

As early as 1989, the latest tech-
nology trends were shown first at the 
Wind Energy Days in Husum.
In September 2023, we will continue 
the success story of this great fair with 
its legendary HUSUM Wind spirit. Meet 
German kow-how and excellence in  
familiar atmosphere. „

German Wind Power Magazine
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Europe, North America and China – these are the 
markets that drove onshore wind expansion in 2019, 
achieving a total additional capacity of 54,2 gigawatts. 
Despite the global unvertainty due to COVID-19,  
2020 is set to be an absolute record breaker.

A Strong Year
Industry News
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Industry News

Is ADLS a solution or an added complication to balancing safety and lighting impact?

Aircraft Detection Lighting Systems –  
A perspective Read 

Article 
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Wind turbine aviation lighting and marking con-
tinues to be a challenge with the need to meet 
aviation safety requirements while addressing 
light pollution. This is particularly relevant to on-
shore developments where the light pollution is 
an issue. Although there are various methods em-
ployed to minimise the lighting with aviation au-
thority approval, these have not always met envi-
ronmental concerns.

ADLS is a system which detects the presence of 
aircraft in the vicinity of the obstacles that require 
aviation lighting and activates the lighting. The  
system must demonstrate a performance which 
provides sufficient warning to indicate the hazard 
and maintain safety. 

Active Radar ADLS
Using active radar, sufficient radar coverage is 
achieved through the siting of a primary surveil-
lance radar (PSR) with the wind park. PSR operates 
in isolation and requires no technical input from 
an aircraft for it to be detected. The radar siting is 
critical to ensure the timely detection of approach-
ing aircraft and may require more than one radar 
to ensure all the relevant airspace is within line of 
sight depending on terrain. 

Cooperative Surveillance ADLS
This means of detection and lighting activation 
uses cooperative surveillance already employed in 
air traffic management. Most aircraft are equipped 
with transponders which transmit data, either in 
response to a ground-based interrogator, or at 
pre-set time intervals. This data can include iden-
tity, position and altitude. The data is received by 
the ADLS antenna and used to activate the light-
ing. These systems are regulated through Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) standards 
and can be Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) 
or Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 
(ADS-B). SSR has several modes and the current  Fig. 1: PSR ADLS Installation – Terma

global standard is Mode S. This ADLS can use a 
dedicated interrogator to ensure any aircraft trans-
mits the transponder reply, rely on nearby interro-
gators e.g. at airports, to initiate the responses or 
use the automatically transmitted information. 
 

Right click 
on video for 
 full-screen 

 presentation

https://www.dark-sky.com/
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Performance and Coverage
ADLS must meet the safety requirement and the 
following diagram indicates the possible coverage 
requirements which could be applied to both PSR 
and SSR/ADS-B systems. 

This coverage must ensure timely activation of the 
lighting, but must avoid an excessive false alarm 
rate to avoid inappropriate activation. The lights 
must remain illuminated until the aircraft has left 
the area of coverage. 
Naturally, any aviation related system must be 
consistent with the ICAO requirements. The IEC 
has also developed draft Wind Turbine Lighting 
and Marking guidance which refers to ADLS.

Figure below:  
The vertical and horizontal boundaries of the ADLS detection zone are shown, indicating a possible 
buffer zone to enable timely activation of the lights. The size of the zone has to be large enough to  
allow for a range of aircraft speeds and flight paths but restricted to avoid unnecessary activation.

Fig. 3: Illustrative ADLS coverage for dis-
cussion purposes – UK CAA.

Another ADLS technology is the passive  
radar system, which uses existing radio and 
television signals. This technology will be 
covered in the next issue of the German 
Wind Power Magazine.
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Active Radar or Cooperative Aircraft Detection
There has been much discussion on the merits of 
both PSR and SSR / transponder methods of detec-
tion and activation. However, this depends on the 
operating environment and national requirements.
Some key considerations are:

  potential cost differentials between solutions
  Coverage requirements in the airspace above a 

windfarm
  the need for planning consent for PSR installa-

tions
  Frequency management of PSR spectrum
  the impact of active interrogators on the SSR  

radio frequency environment
  Compliance with international standards
  the airspace and national regulatory framework, 

including transponder carriage
  Approval and safety case requirements

Clearly, whichever technology solution is adopt-
ed, it must be consistent with aviation regulatory, 
technical, interoperability and airspace principles 
and the aviation safety case.

Regulation or Voluntary?
The implementation of ADLS in both the on- and 
off-shore environments is already a reality in sev-
eral States. However, in others, there is no clear 
policy. From a wind industry perspective, there is 
strong support for ADLS as a means of mitigation 
environmental lighting concerns but clarity on pol-
icy is needed. Although some States have man-
datory requirements, there is a view that ADLS 
should be an option within the "toolbox" of solu-
tions. This approach would ensure that the best 
options are adopted to meet the specific require-
ments rather than a "one size fits all" approach. 
In respect of the technical means of activation, 
the need to meet the safety case in the specific 
circumstances for each wind park development 
would suggest an approach of technical neutrality.Author

Andy Knill
Aviation technical consultant  
at RenewableUK

And so: The factors and issues are relatively com-
plex but there is significant benefit from the use of 
ADLS as a potential mitigation. However, I am not 
convinced it should be a mandatory requirement 
for all developments as there are other less com-
plex and more cost-effective solutions which can be 
employed in many circumstances. ADLS detection 
should be technology neutral in terms of national 
policy and allow the optimum solution to be em-
ployed consistent with national interests.

https://www.wuf-gmbh.de/
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Recent studies, such as those conducted by the 
Helmholtz Association of German Research Cen-
tres, have concluded that only one in five trees in 
Germany is actually healthy. Increasingly frequent 
droughts and increasing temperatures are stress-
ing German forests, which makes the energy tran-
sition and climate protection all the more neces-
sary and makes wind energy into an instrument 
with which we can protect our forests. 

Given their rapidly deteriorating condition, experts 
are calling for a better preparation of forests to 
deal with climate change, which would include re-
forestation with location-appropriate tree species 
and breaking up and replacing monocultures with 
more resilient mixed forests. Yet this presents forest 
owners with some major challenges. The financial 
resources and personnel needed to repair damaged 
forests and promote forest conversion are often 
lacking. The wind energy sector could be an impor-

tant partner in this context. Whilst it is true that de-
veloping wind turbine sites in forests requires small-
scale clearances, the environmental compensation 
that is required for this could contribute to the con-
version of existing forests to more sustainable ones.

The numerous positive effects of wind energy  
infrastructure in commercial forests
Placing wind energy infrastructure in forests has 
other positive effects. Thanks to modern technolo-
gy the wind potential above the forest canopy can 
be used efficiently. There is also very little conflict 
of use on forestry land. Forests act as shields to 
residential areas as they are largely uninhabited 
and often some distance from settlements. The 
tall trees not only have a shading effect but also 
dampen noise. At the same time, the essential 
functions of a forest, such as forest ecology, the 
forestry industry, recreation, and hunting, can con-
tinue unaltered. 

Wind energy constitutes a key building block in the energy transition and is of  
crucial importance to climate protection. Are forestry areas also suitable as wind 
turbine sites?

Forest and wind energy 
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Not "wind in the woods", but "wind in the forest"
What is colloquially referred to as "wind in the 
woods" could be better described as "wind energy 
in commercial forests", because forests comprising 
particularly valuable deciduous and mixed forests 
or protected areas of particularly high ecological 
value for humans and animals are excluded from 
use for wind energy in Germany. However, areas 
currently dedicated to commercial forestry should 
be taken into account when assessing their  

suitability as wind power sites, particularly in fed-
eral states with a high proportion of forested are-
as and elevated, windy terrain. Constructing wind 
turbines in forestry areas does not always require 
tree clearances. Wind energy infrastructure can be 
installed in areas that have already been clear-cut 
to control pests or repair drought damage as well 
as on former military sites in forested areas, which 
minimises the impact on tree cover.

There are different types of forest each of which 
is subject to different protection categories and 
uses. A third of Germany's surface area is covered 
with forest and around 23.6 percent of the for-
ested area is categorised as cultural or culturally 
influenced. Over 40 percent is classed as being in 
a semi-natural condition.¹ Those areas used exclu-
sively for forestry may be suitable for wind energy 
infrastructure, which, in this context, can repre-
sent a complementary and sustainable use of nat-
ural resources.

¹ Bundeswaldagentur 2012 https://bwi.info/ 

Forest and wind energy 

HUSUM WIND 2023

From September 12-15, 2023 more than 550 exhibitors 
from all over the world will present product innovations, 
cutting-edge technologies and innovative on- and 
offshore solutions for a successful energy transition at 
HUSUM Wind.

Outside the gates of HUSUM Wind, a new, integrated 
energy system is already becoming reality with wind 
power, green hydrogen & alternative utilization concepts.

Germany‘s leading model region for wind and hydrogen 
offers optimal conditions for presenting the industry‘s 
technology status in an innovative environment.

Be a part of 
HUSUM Wind 2023

WE THINK WIND FURTHER

husumwind.com
©Silke Reents

https://husumwind.com/en/
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Forestry land is already being used for wind  
energy production in Germany
In Germany, 2086 wind turbines, or 7.5 percent of 
the total number of wind turbines, are currently  
situated on commercial forestry land and are gen-
erating slightly over 10 percent of the country's 

total installed wind power output.2 However, for-
estry land can only be made available for wind 
energy production when given the corresponding 
designations, which is subject to stringent legal 
and planning requirements. The state authorities 
are responsible for approving wind energy pro-
jects. The use of forestry sites for wind energy 
generation is currently permitted in seven feder-
al states, namely Baden-Württemberg, Bavaria, 
Brandenburg, Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate, Saar-
land, and North Rhine-Westphalia, although the 
use of forestry land in the latter is only permitted 
if the need is proven and no alternative areas are 
available outside of the forestry land.

The expansion of wind energy in forestry areas 
has increased strongly over the past decade: 89 
percent of all wind turbines currently located on 
forestry land have been erected since 2010. The 
trend towards "wind in the forest" is particularly 
noticeable in southern Germany. In late 2020 the 
majority of wind turbines were located on forest-
ry land in Rhineland-Palatinate (467), followed by 
Hesse (456), Baden-Württemberg (334), Branden-
burg (327) and Bavaria (297). Sixty-six new wind 

turbines with a total capacity of 225 MW were 
erected in forestry areas throughout Germany in 
2020. The largest increase in the number of wind 
turbines installed on forestry land in Germany was 
recorded in 2016 when 1016 MW were installed.3

2  FA Wind (2021) Entwicklung der Windenergie im Wald, 6th edition, 2021  
https://www.fachagentur-windenergie.de/fileadmin/files/Windenergie_im_Wald/FA-
Wind_Analyse_Wind_im_Wald_6Auflage_2021.pdf

3  FA Wind (2021)

Forest and wind energy 

PROJECTS IN COOPERATION
Worldwide. Innovative. Personal.
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Development & Repowering 
Cooperations & Purchasing 
300 employees in 17 locations

Ask for more information!
www.energiequelle.de/en

Juan Hernan
hernan@energiequelle.de

Author
Hermann Albers
President of German Wind Energy  
Association (BWE)

Exploitation of the wind 
potential in elevated areas 
taking due account of the 
silhouette on the skyline

CCaarreeffuull  consideration  ooff  tthhee  iimmppaacctt  oonn  
ffaauunnaa..  IImmpplleemmeennttaattiioonn  ooff  animal 
protection  mmeeaassuurreess  wwhheerree  nneecceessssaarryy

AArreeaa  nneecceessssaarryy  ffoorr  aacccceessss  aanndd  
ccrraannee  0.2 to 0.5  ooff  aa  hheeccttaarree

CClleeaarr  aarreeaa  aarroouunndd  tthhee  wwiinndd  
ttuurrbbiinnee  0.7 to 0.9 hheeccttaarreess

Sites situated a long way 
away from residential areas 
– noise dampening effect of 

the forest

Reforestation and forest 
conversion measures to 
create a near natural and 
climate resistant forest

Figure: Wind use on forestry land, e.g., in pine forests and clear-cut areas © BWE

Click on  
the graphic to  

enlarge it.

https://www.energiequelle.de/en/
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Wind energy will be the most important compo-
nent in our future renewable energy supply in the 
context of the EU's stated goal of achieving  
climate neutrality by 2050 and reducing CO2  
emissions over the coming years. The measure-
ment tasks required in advance for planning and 
optimising wind turbines and wind farms are con-
tinuously being redefined in response to market  
demand and the trend is towards higher and fast-
er systems and more complex applications. 

Because of the increasing hub heights, higher watt-
age classes, and wider rotor diameters of modern 
wind turbines, the contemporary wind force meas-
urement masts, and the installed and calibrated 
sensors they contain (wind vane, cup, and ultra-
sonic anemometers) are reaching their logistical 
and economic limits. The cost of these wind force 
measurement masts, and the sometimes long and 
complex installations and approval procedures are 

increasingly making this type of monitoring equip-
ment seem unattractive. Cup and ultrasonic ane-
mometers are particularly suitable for measuring 
wind speeds at a specific point at a given installed 
height and there are currently thousands of cup an-
emometers in use around the world. 

Acquisition of data from ordinarily inaccessible parts
However, some novel and fascinating options have 
been available for several years that are based on 
modern and innovative LiDAR (Light Detection and 
Ranging) measurement technology. The LiDAR- 
based wind measurement principle is based on the 
emission of short, single light pulses, which pose  
no threat to eyesight, into the atmosphere at a 
fixed frequency, and the subsequent detection and 
analysis of the light that is backscattered by atmos-
pheric aerosols. Commercially available LiDAR  
systems are increasingly being used to measure 
horizontal and vertical wind speeds and wind direc-

tion profiles. Mathematical functions are then used 
to calculate the wind speed's individual wind vector 
components (u, v, and w) after which the scalar, 
vectorial, or hybrid averages are determined. 

An overview of measurement methods, technology, and the application of Doppler Wind LiDAR measurement devices.

LiDAR: the modern wind force measurement technology

ESM Energie- und Schwingungstechnik Mitsch GmbH
Energiestraße 1 | 64646 Heppenheim | Germany | +49 6252 6893 0 | info@esm-gmbh.de | www.esm-gmbh.de

WE CALM YOUR SYSTEM
ESM – the vibration technology specialists. ESM provides both  standard 
and custom solutions for the isolation, damping and reduction of vibrations 
and noise. Due to its passion for innovative engineering, ESM constantly 
strives to enhance its products and services in a whole range of industries. 

Tuned mass 
dampers 

Dampers CouplingsElastomeric 
mounts

https://www.esm-gmbh.de/en/


Fig. 4: WindCube Nacelle © GWU
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The major benefit of LiDAR-based wind measure-
ment is the acquisition of data from ordinarily  
inaccessible parts of the extremely low-level  
atmosphere and the increased spatial representa-
tiveness of the measurement results. Contempo-
rary wind LiDAR systems, WindCube type (Fig. 2 
 on the next page), are able to take continuous 
vertical wind profile measurements in the  

40-300m height range and at up to 20 freely de-
finable measurement heights. For advanced appli-
cations in the on- and offshore sector as well as in 
meteorology, more powerful wind LiDAR systems 
such as 3-D scanning Doppler LiDAR systems are 
used, which can measure wind data at a maximum 
range of 12-14km and using over 250 freely defin-
able measurement windows. 

Fig. 1: the principle of LiDAR-based wind measurement © GWU
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Usable as trailers or as installed systems
Ground-based Wind LiDAR systems are robust and 
compact and can usually be transported or installed 
and later dismantled by just one or two engineers. 
Using a GWU LiDAR trailer (Fig. 3) with an integrated 
independent power supply makes the Wind LiDAR an 
ideal system for field use and for short-term monitor-
ing (so-called quick looks) e.g. for site surveys or wind 
turbine power curve measurements. These systems 
have also been used for quite a while for long-term 
monitoring operations (>12 months) in compliance 
with the relevant guidelines. Wind LiDAR systems are 
also used in the offshore sector where they are in-
stalled on offshore platforms and measuring buoys. 

LiDAR systems are also installed directly on wind 
turbine nacelles, (Fig. 4) where wind forces are 
measured at distances of 50-700m in front of the 
wind turbine using up to 20 freely definable meas-
urement windows. The systems are installed on 
a wind turbine nacelle depending on the task in 
hand, which may include such things as yaw mis-
alignment, power curve measurements, or the na-
celle transfer function. The system enables wind 
turbine operators and manufacturers to evaluate 
the performance of the turbines in an efficient and 
accurate manner. Their simple installation, light-
weight hardware components, full integration ca-
pacity, and easy configuration processes ensure 
rapid value creation in any wind farm.

The best technology for precise wind measurement
These wind measurement systems provide precise 
analytical data with a high temporal and spatial 
resolution and can easily be installed or disman-
tled in a rapid and cost-effective manner in com-
plex and / or wooded terrain without taking up 
much space. They are currently being used in wind 
farm planning and optimisation scenarios, follow- 
up investigations, and for local wind forecasts. 
Doppler Wind LiDAR technology is the best and 
cheapest way to measure the local 3D wind field 
to comply with the accuracy and quality require-
ments demanded of measurement technology.

LiDAR: the modern wind force measurement technology

Authors
Ludwig Wagner  
CEO at GWU-Umwelttechnik

Christina Schleicher  
Meteorologist at GWU- 
Umwelttechnik

Fig. 2: Doppler Wind LiDAR © GWU Fig. 3: GWU LiDAR Trailer with its own power supply © GWU
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Innovations in the field of wind power are still too 
minor or too expensive to challenge the domi-
nance of the horizontal-axis triple-blade. Yet there 
are still many niches that existing wind turbines 
are struggling to exploit in the quest for a 100% 
renewable future. A glance into the crystal ball of 
alternative wind power concepts.

Nano wind power for low wind speeds
The Triboelectric Nanogenerator (TENG) generates 
renewable electricity at wind speeds as low as 1.6 
metres per second – a value at which operators of 
three-bladed turbines still take their rotors out of 
the wind. Developed in 2020 at the Chinese Acade-
my of Sciences in Beijing, WindTENG consists of two 
thin plastic strips (consisting of polyvinylidene flu-
oride (PVDF) and fluoroethylene propylene (FEP)). 
Whenever a light wind causes them to flutter and 
touch each other, they exchange electrons, which 
causes a differential electrical charge in each of 

them. According to the authors of the study, the 
triboelectric effect can be stored as an electrical 
charge with a conversion efficiency of 3 percent. 

Despite maximum yields at wind speeds of 8 m/s, 
this is still a niche area, possibly sufficient to charge 
bicycle lights and mobile phones rather than pro-
viding a domestic energy supply. But if it is scaled 
up to several square metres, the technology could 
provide a quiet, low-maintenance energy source in 
cities and nature reserves. But that's not all: engi-
neers are already aiming at 1000 watts. 

Vertical axes for in-house operations
Wind turbines with vertical axes are usually con-
sidered to be ineffective small systems. The tech-
nology was developed to an economically relevant 
size for the first time in 2020 when Agile Wind 
Power erected a prototype in Grevenbroich with 
an output of 750 kW, although a rare combination 

Three rotor blades, one tower and increasing efficiency through growth – the  
successful model for wind power production. But this principle has its limits.  
Are there any alternatives?

The wind power crystal ball

Contact: www.steil-kranarbeiten.de

A PRECISION JOB AT A HEIGHT OF 167 METRES? 
JUST RELAX. WITH OUR CRANES WE LIFT YOUR  
WIND TURBINE BLADES UP WHERE THEY BELONG.

WHEN LARGE-SCALE  
PROJECTS BECOME  

SMALL-SCALE MATTERS

https://www.steil-kranarbeiten.de/


The kite wind energy system of SkySails © SkySails Power
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of a strong turbulent wind gust and a change in 
wind direction broke off a rotor arm and set the 
commissioning date back to autumn 2021. 

At heights of 100 metres and above, these are no 
front-yard wind turbines, and the Swiss manu-
facturer primarily designs them for independent 
power production in large companies, P2X pro-
jects, and sewage treatment plants. "It is easier 
to get them approved," according to Agile Wind 
Power CEO Patrick Richter: "Approval for tradi-
tional wind turbines is often withheld for noise or 
bird protection reasons – that's not the case with 
our vertical axis turbines." These slowly rotating 
turbines are extremely quiet, and birds can easi-
ly fly around them and installing them on lattice 
towers reduces complex logistics. The first mod-
els will be sold in late 2022, and series produc-
tion is planned for 2024. The difference to earlier 
vertical axes is that the real-time pitch control 
prevents stalling even when the blades are rotat-
ing slowly. According to Richter, this series should 
reduce the cost of electricity from 6-8 cents per 
kWh to under 6 cents, which will make the tur-

bines economically viable for industrial custom-
ers who want to use them to produce part of the 
power they consume.
 
Kites in high-altitude wind to cover the base load
Without sufficient storage capacity, the fluctu-
ations of photovoltaic and onshore wind power 
systems are preventing us from achieving a future 
based on 100 per cent renewable energy sourc-
es. The more hours these systems supply power 
per year, the better for the power grid, which is 
why wind kites with 5000 to 6500 full-load hours 
per year could make relatively constant high-alti-
tude wind into a predictable energy source. Sky-
sails launched a 200-kW kite on the market last 
year, and RWE announced a collaboration with the 
Hamburg-based company in 2021. Skysails is plan-
ning to market a 1 MW kite in two years. Electrici-
ty currently costs between 5 and 7 cents per kWh 
and, according to Stephan Wrage, CEO of the Sky-
sail Group, Skysail is hoping to be able to sell it for 
"well below 5 cents" as of when they launch the 1 
MW model. 
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The basic idea is not new: the kite's kinetic energy 
is transferred to the ground-based generator via a 
tether and the relatively light construction is par-
ticularly well suited to islands and off-grid installa-
tions. The kite can fly in wind speeds of 3 m/s and 
above and starts to produce more electricity than 
the turbine itself consumes as of wind speeds of 
5 m/s. "Kites can still easily be installed in places 
where you can't get permission to install a con-
ventional wind turbine," says Wrage. "We even 
managed to provide a good solution for the use 
of flight space in Schleswig-Holstein with a shared 
space concept." In combination with radar sys-
tems, he continued, the kite can quickly land from 
an altitude of about 800 metres whenever rescue 
aircraft come close. 

Multiple rotors for manageable large turbines
In line with the square cube law the material  
volume of a wind turbine grows by the cube while 
the yield only increases by the square with the  
diameter. So far, it has been possible to solve this 
problem through an ongoing series of innovations 
in lightweight construction. But we are bound to 
come up against the physical limits at some point. 
The size of wind turbines is also limited by transport 
and access issues as well as acceptance by local  
residents. 

As a Hamburg-based research project group known 
as X-Multirotor explains, multiple rotors could  
provide a permanent solution to the problem. It 
may also be cheaper to maintain 20 MW turbines 
when each comprises several small rotors on a  
single frame. But the development has been stalled 
since the Vestas prototype was developed in 2018. 
The only offshore twin plant that was trialled in 
2020 was the "Nezzy2"-model (see page 49 for  
further information) made by EnBW and Aerodyn. 
However, there are plans to initiate test operations 
of a full-sized rig with an output of twice 7.5 MW 
in 2022. 

Author
Jesko Habert
Ahnen & Enkel, agency for  
communications

https://www.windenergyhamburg.com/en/
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Get to know the German wind industry 
On the following pages, a few German companies from the wind industry present their latest and  
most innovative products and services.
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With the ever-increasing performances and size of 
wind turbines together with a call for faster set-up 
times the demands on load handling devices dur-
ing assembly are also increasing. For safe gripping 
and lifting additional technical development is re-
quired. This is realised by SpanSet Axzion GmbH, 
Langenfeld, in cooperation with testing institutes.

Upending Tool – Giant Gripper for Offshore Projects
One of the most frequently used products in this 
environment is the "Upending-Tool" for lifting and 
erecting monopiles. The three-armed gripper with its 
six tongs carries flangeless monopiles of up to 1,800 
tons. The basic design of the tool is always the same, 
but project-specific modifications are carried out 
by Axzion according to customer specification. The 
maximum configuration enables the lifting of flanged 
monopiles weighing up to 2,100 tons. The site in 
Neustrelitz, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern has been 
certified by DNV Norway for offshore operations.

The Upending Tool has a net weight of approxi-
mately 95 to 105 tons depending on the configura-
tion and a load capacity of 2,100 tons. It has been 
developed for lifting and erecting piles and is ser-
viced by Axzion Rental Services GmbH, Neustrelitz. 
With its three giant grippers it avoids deforma-
tion of the pile during the gripping and erecting 
process. A gripping force of more than 3,000 tons 
means monopiles with a maximum weight of 
1,000 tons per unit can be taken. The "star" can 
be swivelled hydraulically so that the piles are 
gripped front-face and then erected.

New tools for a safer installation of wind turbines – from super-heavy to  
ultra-lightweight

Wind turbine installation tools: 
A firm grip 

Fig.1: The Upending Tool – the biggest gripper in the world, developed for monopiles 
of up to 2,100 tons and 8 metres in diameter.

SpanSet Axzion GmbH

Right click 
on video for 
 full-screen 

 presentation

http://www.spanset.de


Fig.2: Using the latest in control technology, the Upending 
Tool can safely grip and erect even the largest monopiles.
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SBI-Light Traverse 2.0 – also for high wind speeds
More flexible, robust and lighter than its prede-
cessor, the new SBI-Light Traverse 2.0 presents it-
self as a single rotor blade assembly tool for wind 
turbines. In spite of its low net weight of only 13 
tons, the SBI-Light can be used for controlled lift-
ing even in wind speeds of up to 12 m/sec. 

"The SBI Light 2.0 is our response to the challeng-
es our customers are subjected to by demands 
for ever bigger wind turbines and continuously 
reduced set-up times. The new SBI Light 2.0 is 
easy and quick to assemble and will still function 
at high wind speeds of up to 12 m/sec. This is a 
considerable advantage when assembling rotor 
blades, as it increases their operation times", says 
managing director Andreas Höltkemeier.

Compatible with different kinds of rotor blades
The flexible hold-down device and the supports 
adjusted to the respective rotor blade have an  
optimised grip and protect the sensitive structure 
of the rotor blade against damage. To simplify ad-
justment to different kinds of rotor blades, Axzion 
offers this traverse in a telescopic design. In addi-
tion to the application lengths of 20 m there are  
adjustable lengths of 14, 16 and 18 m. Both the 
supports will follow the adjustment which means 
the points of contact are moved further to the 
outside when using the telescopic function. As a 
result, the pressure on the rotor blade is better 
distributed and deformation of the blades avoid-
ed. This increases process safety and prevents 
deformation and sagging of the blade point: A not 
to be neglected reduction of costs when setting up 
wind farms with a high number of repetitions.

With an optional self-adapting support system, the 
SBI-Light 2.0 adjusts much more easily to the dif-
ferent shapes of the rotor blades to be assembled. 
The new traverse can thus safely take on and han-
dle diverse blade shapes with a blade weight of up 
to 30 tons. High flexibility and short set-up times 

Wind turbine installation tools: A firm grip 
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when changing rotor blades makes this equipment 
particularly attractive for use during servicing of 
different wind farm sites. 

The closed C-frame guarantees best possible sta-
bility. It avoids dropping the gripped rotor blade 
down the side and protects it against damage 
caused by robust handling in everyday site opera-
tion. Axzion has shortened the hook height of the 
traverse by 5 to 6m. This provides the user with 
more flexibility with regard to crane classification. 

Axzion has also taken another look at logistics. 
"We have a large number of international custom-
ers. With its 12m transportation length, the SBI-
Light can be easily transported in a 40-foot-con-
tainer – an efficient solution for land as well as sea 
transportation", says Höltkemeier.

Environmentally friendly and maintenance-free
For particularly environmentally friendly assembly 
the SBI-Light 2.0 has been equipped with  
battery-driven electric motors. Compared to  
traditional systems it is maintenance-free. Even 
in temperatures of minus 10 degree Celsius 
the battery can work for up to 16 hours. A die-
sel generator is not required, and the traverse 
is independent of an external power supply. For 
24-hour-operation a charging station with a  
replacement battery can be connected within a 
few minutes.

Wind turbine installation tools: A firm grip 

Fig.3: The SBI-Light Traverse 2.0 is convincing 
due to its high flexibility and wind resistance.

All photos: SpanSet Axzion GmbH

Brigitte Hürten
Press Officer at SpanSet

Phone: +49 176 5142 4586 Co
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Finland: VSB's 40MW Juurakko wind farm currently under construction near the town of 
Kalajoki in Northern Ostrobothnia (commissioning planned 2022) © VSB Group/Ville Suorsa
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The global economy is booming. Many companies 
are reducing their environmental footprint and 
prioritising carbon-neutral production processes. 
Cities and municipalities also want to become cli-
mate-neutral, while increasing numbers of electric 
cars on our roads are cleaning up transport. We 
can only satisfy this hunger for energy with green 
electricity from wind and solar. In fact, one look 
at figures published by the International Energy 
Agency (IEA) in its 2021 World Energy Outlook 
shows there's no way around this. Zero emissions 
by 2050 is the goal if we are to achieve the 1.5-de-
gree target of the 2015 Paris Agreement. From 
2030, the authors continue, this will require more 
than 1000 additional gigawatts (GW) of wind and 
photovoltaic capacity annually. To achieve this, the 
IEA calculates that investments will have to more 
than triple over the next ten years.

We need more renewable energies quickly.
This mainly needs to happen in emerging and 
developing countries. A highly motivating chal-
lenge for renewable energy businesses. It shows 
what we as an industry have been demanding and 
demonstrating for decades: we need to expand 
faster, to make phasing out fossil fuels as smooth 
as possible, secure the energy supply and keep 
prices stable for consumers. It's why we all now 
have our hands full. And the VSB Group is no ex-
ception. Around 400 employees at 22 offices in 
Europe and Asia are taking our vision around the 
world and working to bring a pipeline of around 
ten gigawatts of wind energy and photovoltaics 
online in ten countries.  

Climate protection coupled with business growth: VSBs wind farms are being built 
from Finland to South Korea

Project Planning: Wind is power – and our passion. VSB Group

https://www.vsb.energy
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age and equitable distribution of resources, and to 
equality of opportunity. Global warming is not only 
a threat to biodiversity, a cause of extreme weather 
events and environmentally destructive, it is also a 
danger to human health and affects drinking water 
and food supplies. In short, we cannot  
explain away climate change and there is no  
vaccine. Therefore we need people who get stuck 
in, companies that think outside the box and invest 
massively in research and development, but also 
a society ready to embrace new technologies and 
everyday strategies. This is our cause.

What does this have to do with the VSB Group as 
a project developer for wind and solar?
Renewable energies have been our core business 
since 1996. We have always been passionate about 
the power and potential of wind. Time and again 
we have reached the limits of our abilities because 
that all-important jolt that has to go through the 
ranks of the political decision-makers is sometimes 
still missing – and because bureaucracy often slows 
us down with tough permit procedures and a jungle 
of requirements. And, because protecting the  
climate takes more than "just" building a wind farm, 
as protecting the climate is related to the short-

"We have to act now  
for the climate," 
argues Frédéric Lanoë. The Frenchman became 
the new CEO of the VSB Group, headquartered 
in Dresden, in June 2021.  
He wants to use the wind energy company's 
leading position and the booming market to 
fight climate change. 

Project Planning: Wind is power – and our passion. 

VSB Wind farm Wipperdorf/Pustleben (Germany/ Thuringia, 18.9 MW total 
capacity, commissioning 2017/2019) © VSB Group/Peter Horntrich 

Wind in the forest: VSB Wind farm Trendelburg (Germany/Hesse, 23.1 
MW total capacity, commissioning 2018) © VSB Group
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25 years, 22 locations, 400 employees, one vi-
sion: 100 % renewable energies
VSB has been very successful over the past two 
decades. It has seen more than 700 wind farms 
and photovoltaic plants go online, above all in Ger-
many, France and Poland. Now it is time to grow 
stronger across Europe and internationally. Today 
renewable energies are standard in almost every 
country. This plays into our hands as an industry, 
but also as a company that's been there right from 
the start. Since 2020, we have also had a strong 
partner on board, the Swiss Partners Group. We 
are working together at high speed on many new 
projects in our core markets and numerous other 
European locations such as Finland, Italy, Romania, 
Spain, Greece and Croatia. And we also have our 
foot in the door in Asia: Our team there has been 
developing wind farm projects for VSB in South 
Korea since 2019.

Current construction projects and repowering in 
Finland, Poland, Germany and France
Just over 100 megawatts (MW) are currently un-
der construction. These include the Finnish wind 
farm Juurakko with 40 MW in the North Ostro-
bothnia region and a further 42 MW in Poland's 
Wielkopolska voivodeship. Besides Germany, 
France is a strong pillar in VSB's expansion of re-
newable energies. Having successfully entered the 
market there 20 years ago, we are contributing 
to the French energy transition from six locations 
with around 120 employees. This also includes  
numerous photovoltaic projects for businesses 
and municipalities. On the rise in France and a big 
topic in Germany for years: the dismantling and 
repowering of old wind turbines. In Saxony-Anhalt, 
we are now working on one of Germany's larg-
est repowering projects ever. We aim to disman-
tle a total of 50 turbines, replacing them with 17 
new, more powerful ones. This will see more than 
110 MW of installed capacity connected to the 
grid by 2024. The result? Environmentally friendly 
electricity for a good 160,000 people and almost 
200,000 fewer tonnes of CO2 emitted.

Project Planning: Wind is power – and our passion. 

VSB Wind farm Taczalin (Poland/ Lower Silesian Voivodeship, 45.1 MW 
total capacity, commissioning 2013) © VSB Group

Frédéric Lanoë
CEO of VSB Group

Phone: +49 351 2118 3400
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Amazon, Google, Facebook, Alibaba, Tencent ... 
it is enough to mention these five names to de-
scribe the market position and balance of power 
of digital business-to-customer platforms in a nut-
shell: Of the top 5 global digital B2C platforms, 
three are from the USA and two from China. But 
the truth is also that Europe's share of the plat-
form pie is tiny.

The fact that B2C platforms and marketplaces 
have long since conquered the consumer side with 
their wide selection and price advantages almost 
makes one forget that there is also a B2B sector. 
Its digitalization still seems to be imminent if one 
looks at the numerous survey and study results. 
Now, one might wonder how modern it still is in 
the third decade of the 21st century to approach 
suppliers, manufacturers, service providers or  
customers with classic acquisition and sales  
channels – i.e., by telephone, fax, or e-mail.

How digital B2B platforms can accelerate the global energy transition and open up 
new business opportunities.

What can be digitized will be  
digitized.

wind-turbine.com

© wind-turbine.com

© wind-turbine.com

https://en.wind-turbine.com/
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B2B platforms: A game changer?
On the other hand, this situation also shows: there 
is a lot of untapped potential in the area of B2B 
platforms. It is the chance for European players 
not to let the platform parade pass them by this 
time, but to create something themselves and or 
at least develop their own platform strategy. 

It's not a question of if but when, because plat-
forms in the B2B sector are not just another sales 
channel – they fundamentally change the econ-
omy. Not to mention the processes that are sim-
plified and accelerated with the help of digital 
technology: As intermediaries, they connect two 

or more market participants or business partners 
with each other at eye level, simplify their interac-
tion or even make it possible in the first place, for 
example, if one looks beyond national borders.

Fortunately, a flourishing platform ecosystem is 
currently emerging in Germany, which should ben-
efit from the country's industrial strength: More 
than 30 per cent of the gross domestic product is 
a contribution from German industry. Accordingly, 
Germany's platform landscape is also shaped by 
this in its development. Another special feature of 
B2B platforms becomes clear: the extremely high 
degree of specialization.

What about digital B2B platforms in the renewable 
sector?
If we look at renewable energies, Germany, with its 
energy transition and many innovative companies, 
is considered a pioneer and frontrunner – especially 
in the wind energy sector. Therefore, it is perhaps 
not surprising, but all the more encouraging that 
the world's largest, international B2B plat-form for 
the wind industry does not come from the USA or 
China, but from "Good Old Germany".

What can be digitized will be digitized.

© wind-turbine.com
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"wind-turbine.com" is the plain and simple name 
of this platform, which is based in Gelnhausen, 
not far from Frankfurt am Main. The mission and 
vision of founder Bernd Weidmann is just as clear 
as the name of his platform: to further digitalise 
processes in the wind industry, to make them even 
more transparent internationally and to accelerate 
the energy transition.

"As a digital B2B platform, however, you gen-
erally don't act alone," says the founder. Since 
the German industry is traditionally organised 
in strong associations, the largest and most im-
portant industry association, the "German Wind 
Energy Association" (BWE), works together with 
wind-turbine.com. According to Weidmann, other 
important partners driving the development of the 

platform are also the industry's leading interna-
tional trade fairs, including HUSUM Wind and Win-
dEnergy Hamburg. 

More transparency and trust
"While there are many companies in the indus-
try represented at the mentioned trade fairs, of 
course not all of them can be found, whether as 
exhibitors or visitors. With a platform that can be 
accessed from anywhere, we can, for example, 
additionally offer access to the international wind 
market to all those who do not have the time or 
opportunity to visit trade fairs," describes Weid-
mann. 

But bringing together as many players as possible 
on one platform is only one of many goals that 
are being pursued. In addition to accelerating and 
simplifying processes, Weidmann's main goal is 
to make the market more transparent and to load 
it with trust. "When it comes to large transaction 
sums, such as the sale of one or more wind tur-
bines, transparency is essential. We will lay the 
foundations for this with further digital innova-
tions," says the platform founder.

From the beginning of 2022, for example, it will 
be possible to process transactions via the plat-
form using an escrow service – worldwide, in any 
amount. In the future, even more digital applica-
tions for wind-turbine.com are in the pipeline. In 
this context, there is also talk of a planning tool: 
"Nothing is impossible. Why shouldn't it be  
possible at some point to digitally map all  
the planning steps of wind energy  
projects, e.g. forecasts or logistical  
processes? We are definitely thinking  
about this," explains Weidmann. It  
is not yet possible to estimate when  
this will be the case, but one thing  
is certain: what can be digitized  
will be digitized.

What can be digitized will be digitized.

Bernd Weidmann 
CEO of wind-turbine.com

Phone: +49 6051 9711 16
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More compact designs, smaller oil volumes and 
constantly improved surface finishes place high 
demands on gear oil. Environmental influences 
such as highly variable wind forces, vibrations, 
fluctuating ambient temperatures and, especial-
ly in the case of offshore plants, moisture, make 
things even more difficult. The entire performance 
of a plant depends on high-performance lubri-
cants. As a result, they now take on the role of 
a design element. The ADDINOL Eco Gear series 
was developed in close cooperation with leading 
gear manufacturers in the wind sector, producing 
high-performance gear oils that exactly meet the 
expectations of the operators: 

  reliable protection against wear and corrosion
  highest operational safety
  long service lives
  low maintenance

Prevent gearbox damages and ensure the  
profitability of the plant
ADDINOL Eco Gear M and S cannot be compared 
with conventional industrial gear oils. Eco Gear M is 
based on mineral and Eco Gear S on synthetic base 
oils. Both versions contain the innovative Surftec® 
additive technology which adapts to the changing 
load conditions in the gearing and works in  

With increased demands, gear oil has advanced from an  
operating material to a construction element. 

Gear oils – raising the bar  ADDINOL Lube Oil GmbH

©ADDINOL Lube Oil GmbH

before AND after 5 months

Sharp edges and pittings: the applied gearbox oil 
was not up to the typical loads prevailing.

Evident smoothing of the tooth fl anks after 
changing to Eco Gear after 5 months.

View into a gear box

Click on  
the graphic to  

enlarge it.

https://addinol.de/en/
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symbiosis with the gear. ADDINOL Eco Gear M and 
S prevent micropitting and pitting as well as abra-
sive wear. According to FZG, the Research Centre 
for Gears and Gear Unit Design at the Technical 
University of Munich, "efficiencies are possible for 
gears when using ADDINOL Eco Gear which are 
otherwise only achieved with EHD (elastohydro-
dynamic) lubrication." This means ADDINOL Eco 
Gear almost reaches the ideal state of lubrication 
and is an effective formula against wear due to its 
Surftec® additive technology. 
In pre-damaged gears showing clear signs of wear, 
material abrasion or even pitting, ADDINOL Eco 
Gear achieves reliable smoothing and long-term 
stabilisation of the tooth flanks thanks to its PD  
effect (plastic deformation).

Long oil change intervals for predictable  
maintenance times
The ageing of an oil filling is considerably influ-
enced by the time of application and the temper-
ature that the oil experiences during its use. In 
addition, any impurities have an accelerating ef-
fect on the oxidation behaviour of an oil. ADDINOL 
Eco Gear M and S contain selected antioxidants to 
neutralise oxygen compounds. They actively coun-
teract the ageing process caused by oxidation. 
But that is not all: thanks to their extremely low 
friction coefficient the high-performance gear oils 
lower the temperature of the oil and thus delay 
the ageing process even further. The important 
role that temperature plays in the ageing of a lu-
bricating oil is illustrated by the generally applied 
formula: A 10°C increase in temperature doubles 
oil ageing. So, every degree by which the oil tem-
perature is lowered matters! After all, the lubri-
cants for gearboxes in wind turbines must be fit to 
stay in use for as many years as possible.

Gear oils – raising the bar  

"Technical advancement in  
aggregates and machines of 
course also has an impact on  
the lubricants applied and our  
research & development aims  
at ensuring trouble-free  
operation in all aggregates." 
Christian Reschke, 
Head of Research & Development at Addinol

page 1 of 2

ADDINOL lab report

ADDINOL Lube Oil GmbH * Am Haupttor * D-06237 Leuna

Your Company
Your Street

12345 Your Town

Responsible person: Addinol contact
Mobile: +49 (171) 1234 56781
E-Mail: info@addinol.de

Engine identification: SWS MODUL 2

Number of current sample: 4389739

Machine type: TBG 2016

Machine manufacturer: MWM

Fuel: Natural gas

Oil name: ADD Eco Gas 4000 XD

Oil volume: 90

Diagnosis Recommendation

You can optimize your oil change period as follows:
Basis (oh): 894

Basis (date): 14.12.2020
new oiltest

1150

*

+250 oh
Extension

Information

Oil change

Current sample previous Analysis

Analysis results 1)

Lab number 4389739 4389737 4389736 3625803 3625793 3574193

Date of analysis 17.12.2020 10.12.2020 07.12.2020 04.05.2018 05.03.2018 04.01.2018

sampling date 14.12.2020 07.12.2020 02.12.2020 25.04.2018 02.03.2018 03.01.2018

Last oil change 02.11.2020 02.11.2020 02.11.2020 25.04.2018 05.01.2018 24.10.2017

Top up since oil change l - - - - - -

Op. h since oil change oh/m 894 717 607 1.200 1.295 1.339

Operating hours complete oh/m 46.867 46.690 46.580 32.981 31.779 30.441

Oil changed No No No Yes Yes No

Oil condition
Viscosity at 100°C mm²/s 14,30 14,31 14,35 14,48 14,40 14,40

TBN mgKOH/g 4,41 3,54 4,75 2,76 2,48 3,27

TAN mgKOH/g 2,80 2,83 2,59 2,98 3,02 3,20

i-pH 5,17 4,72 5,17 4,67 4,20 4,99

Oxidation A/cm 9,0 7,0 8,0 13,0 15,0 14,0

Nitration A/cm 7,0 5,0 4,0 5,0 5,0 3,0

Wear elements
Aluminium (Al) mg/kg 0 1 0 2 1 2

Lead (Pb) mg/kg 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chrome (Cr) mg/kg 0 0 0 0 0 0

Iron (Fe) mg/kg 2 1 2 3 2 5

Copper (Cu) mg/kg 0 0 1 0 1 5

Nickel (Ni) mg/kg 0 0 0 0 0 0

Molybdenum (Mo) mg/kg 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tin (Sn) mg/kg 0 0 0 0 0 0

Impurities
Chlorine (Cl) mg/kg 29 29 29

H2S content mg/kg 0 0 0

Water Basis (oh) <0,1 <0,1 <0,1 <0,1 <0,1 <0,1

Glykol negative negative negative negative negative negative

Silicon (Si) mg/kg 1 1 1 2 2 3

Potassium (K) mg/kg 1 1 1 1 0 0

Sodium (Na) mg/kg 1 1 1 1 1 0

PQ index 0 0 0 <25 <25 <25

Previous ADDINOL recommendation: +250 oh +150 oh +300 oh Oil change -100 oh Oil change

1) ADD GEO NG40

ADDINOL Power Pack 
Lubricants + service products + analysis 

ADDINOL service products
for maintenance and care

ADDINOL Lab report
reliable analysis

ADDINOL Industrial Gear oils
for reliable lubricantion

... all at one stop

©ADDINOL Lube Oil GmbH
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360° service for oil and components  
In order to minimise the risk of unscheduled 
downtimes and to safely plan necessary mainte-
nance work, ideally the condition of the plant and 
its oil are monitored. Therefore, the application of 
ADDINOL lubricants in wind power plants is  
accompanied by the proven ADDINOL Analyses 
service. After an oil analysis by independent part-
ner laboratories, the oil parameters are checked 
and evaluated by ADDINOL Application Technology 
engineers – individually and for each plant. Param-
eters such as oil condition and additive content  
allow statements on loads, possibly changed  
operating conditions and the further usability of 
the lubricants used. 

At the same time, the analysed parameters reveal 
impurities and contaminations. Individual wear el-
ements reflect the condition of the components 
and indicate possible malfunctions or damage at 
an early stage. In addition, combinations of dif-
ferent wear elements can often be useful indica-
tions for preventive maintenance and service. The 
ADDINOL Analyses Service thus allows plants to be 
monitored so that operators and service compa-
nies can optimise planned maintenance measures 
and respond to possible damage at an early stage.

Gear oils – raising the bar  

The right lubricant for every application
ADDINOL lubricants are developed in our own labo-
ratory in close cooperation with leading OEMs and 
institutes. Already today, we are preparing for future 
requirements. Our high-performance lubricants are 
construction elements at the cutting edge of technol-
ogy. Their full potential is achieved in symbiosis with 
engines, drives, chains, bearings and hydraulic sys-
tems. They are developed and manufactured at the 
company site in Leuna, in one of the most modern 
lubricant factories in Europe. Through our competent 
partner network ADDINOL lubricants are in use in 
more than 100 countries and on all continents.

"In the wind industry, our 
focus is mainly on gear  
oils that are tailored to 
the extreme conditions of 
wind turbines."
Christian Reschke, 
Head of Research & Development at Addinol

Steffen Homberg 
Productmanager Industrial 
Gear oils at ADDINOL

Phone: +49 3461 8452 01 Co
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Hydraulic pitch
adjustment
ADDINOL 
Hydraulic oil HVLP

Generator bearing
ADDINOL Eco Gear S

Yaw gear ring
ADDINOL Eco Grease 
PD 2-400 PLUS

Rotor bearing
ADDINOL Eco Grease 
PD 2-400 PLUS

Main bearing
ADDINOL Eco Grease 
PD 2-400 PLUS

Gear box
ADDINOL Eco Gear S

Generator bearing
ADDINOL Eco Grease 
PD 2-120 PLUS

Hydraulic coupling
ADDINOL Hydraulic oil HVLP

For every lubrication 
related challenge

©ADDINOL Lube Oil GmbH
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Wind power continues to emerge as one of  
Germany's key energy sources. Offshore turbines 
are being engineered for ever greater capacities, 
which presents new challenges for energy trans-
mission in the turbines themselves and in offshore 
wind farms. Beside this, health and safety consid-
erations are another important factor.

Offshore wind farms currently operate at 66 kV 
and are preparing for an upgrade to 132 kV. This 
places extremely high demands on the turbine in-
stallations as well as the associated cabling and 
connection equipment.

Prysmian Group offers a large portfolio of inno-
vative cable solutions specified to meet these re-
quirements. It invests on an ongoing basis in the 
development of cable technologies that reduce 
lead content, aimed at creating innovative and 
more efficient solutions.
 

For toughest conditions: optimized cable solu-
tions for offshore 
Under its brands Feltoflex® and Windflex®  
Prysmian offers cable solutions that withstand the 
toughest conditions on the high seas and the very 
specialized technical specifications of the wind  
industry. The individual elements are produced at 

various locations, all to extremely high standards 
and are made in Germany.
The low bending radius of Feltoflex® cable saves 
space during routing – a feature that distinguish-
es it from other products currently on the market 
– and are also well suited to connecting offshore 

platforms with one another. An application that 
demands a high degree of flexibility as the plat-
forms can move relative to each other.

Feltoflex® is used primarily in those cases where 
the cable cannot be attached directly to the 
switchgear. This is where the cable serves as a  

so-called dropper cable, securing the connection  
between the turbine and the network. One of the 
most notable benefits is its tight bending radii. 
This means it can be installed in extremely small 
spaces and significantly reduce costs.

For the toughest conditions: optimized lead-free cable solutions for offshore applications from Prysmian Group

Lead-free cables: The future for offshore wind farms

Prysmian Group Feltoflex® Prysmian Group Windflex® 

Prysmian Kabel und Systeme GmbH

https://www.prysmiangroup.com/en


Prysmian Group Feltoflex® und Windflex®: Under its trademarked brands Feltoflex®  
and Windflex® the Prysmian Group offers cable solutions that withstand the  
toughest conditions on the high seas and the very specialized technical specifications 
of the wind energy industry. © iStocks
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Because the nacelle turns as the wind direction 
changes, the cables have to turn with it. Windflex® 
and Feltoflex® come into play where the cables 
run in a loop. This is where flexibility really matters 
in order to prevent potential mechanical damage 
and breaks. Several factors must come together, 
like thickness of sheathing, construction of energy 
conductor and the ductility and fire retardance.

The big advantages of the Prysmian range include 
their mechanical resilience and especially their 
outstanding torsional performance. They are also 
put through their paces to ensure they are robust 
enough to withstand extreme fluctuations in wind-
speed and temperature. Windflex® and Feltoflex® 
cables can cope with temperatures from -40 to 
+80 °C. Windflex® cables are zero-maintenance 
and overwhelmingly wear-resistant.

The Windflex® product range was used for the first 
time in 2005 and has been running in those instal-
lations ever since without a single failure. The range 
is engineered to last the entire lifecycle of a plat-
form, at least 25 years. Extensive internal testing 
provides the basis for first-class product quality.

Lead-free cables: The future for offshore wind farms
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On the road to lead-free solutions
The sector faces new challenges in areas such as 
wider obligations to declare hazardous materials. 
For instance, cable insulation materials have tra-
ditionally contained lead to enable lower material 
thicknesses. Therefore, the development of lead-
free solutions is central to this field primarily  
because the metal is known to be toxic to repro-
ductive systems, meaning all associated health 
risks must be avoided. 

The shift away from lead content in cables means 
the industry is searching for materials that can re-
place the beneficial properties of those products. 
The key features are good mechanical character-
istics such as wear-resistant sheathing, thermal 

characteristics like heat resistance, thermal  
stability in the event of a short circuit as well as 
flexibility and the ability to strip the sheath easily. 
Alternatives include advanced solutions containing 
calcium and zinc stabilizers.

Prysmian has been producing medium- and 
high-voltage cables with lead-free insulation  
compounds for almost ten years and is a pioneer. 
The Prysmian Group passed the type test with  
66 kV – a first in the field of high-voltage cable. 
The use of lead-free insulation is especially benefi-
cial during harnessing, as working with leaded  
cables can expose people to toxic substances such 
as dust particles generated during sanding and 
grinding.

With regards to the cable and conductor industry, 
we anticipate that lead-free solutions will become 
standard throughout the sector as a consequence 
of heightening health-and-safety demands as well 
as lower administrative work associated with dec-
laration obligations on the part of customers and 
manufacturers alike. The materials' mechanical 
properties must nevertheless be brought into line 
with health requirements and economic consider-
ations – a challenge Prysmian is well-equipped to 
face with its decades of experience.

Lead-free cables: The future for offshore wind farms

"The development of lead-
free flexible High-Voltage 
cables for the use in  
offshore wind turbines is 
one of the most important 
innovations in our wind  
industry. On one hand 
higher and higher voltages 
levels are required on the 
other hand environment 
friendly products are  
demanded." Thomas Brandt

Thomas Brandt 
Business Channel Manager 
Wind at Prysmian

Phone: +49 171 6738 289 Co
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 Ideas and expertise from Germany

Rotor blades are made of fibre composites that can only be recycled with a great deal of expertise.  
But smart processes are making it possible. 

Rotor blade recycling: Innovative  
processes for demanding materials

Read 
Article 




Dismantling a tower segment of a wind turbine 
in a wind farm near Hanover. © neowa
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Operators, owners, and planning offices are consid-
ering dismantling wind turbines without replacing 
them, or choosing not to repower them. This is due 
to the discontinuation of state Renewable Energy 
Sources Act (EEG) subsidies in Germany, economic 
considerations that have to do with continuing op-
erations, and even the development of scrap metal 
prices. Recycling turbine components is thus play-
ing an increasingly important role. Motivated and 
innovative entrepreneurs are needed to develop 
environmentally sound ways to dismantle existing 
plant and implement holistic standards in line with 
a low-carbon solution.

This will create space for indispensable frame-
work conditions such as legal security, occupa-
tional health and safety, and sustainability. At the 
same time, the same entrepreneurs will have to 
close the information gaps that still exist among 
decision-makers, planning offices, demolition and 
waste disposal companies and owners when it 
comes to recycling the materials used in the pro-
duction of wind energy. This particularly applies to 
rotor blades whose construction is complex. 

Rotor blades: does a complex composition neces-
sarily mean complex recycling?
Rotor blades account for only a fraction of the 
weight of a wind turbine but account for nearly a 
quarter of the manufacturing costs: high manufac-
turing costs are a major issue because the blades 
are subject to a high-frequency development pro-
cess and also, to a lesser extent, generate a certain 
amount of production waste. This means that not 
only old disused rotor blades present a recycling 
challenge, but also the production waste, which 
comprises complex materials such as 

 reinforcement fibres, 
  a polymer matrix (consisting of thermosets such 

as epoxies, polyesters, vinyl esters, polyure-
thanes, and thermoplastics),

 sandwich cores (e.g., balsa wood),
  surface coatings (e.g., polyethylene and polyu-

rethane) and
 metals (such as copper wiring and steel bolts).

Rotor blade recycling: Innovative processes for demanding materials
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Glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GRP) is used in 
numerous areas due to its positive properties. 
Because of its high strength, flexibility, and pro-
cessing ease it is popular in the shipbuilding and 
automotive industry, as well as being used in the 
production of rotor blades for wind turbines. But, 
until now, the possibilities for recycling it have 
been limited. Dumping GRP waste in landfill sites 
has been prohibited in Germany since 2005 and 
incinerating it is only permitted to a limited extent.

From demolition to recycling
The successful and economically responsible way to 
recycle wind turbines involves the following critical 
steps:

  Employing the right team for the wind turbine 
in question

  Removing the foundations, crane assembly  
areas, access roads, and subterranean cables

  Recycling rotor blades made of GRP / CFRP  
(glass fibre or carbon fibre reinforced plastics) 
and disposing of them correctly

  Direct sales and marketing support for selling 
the wind turbines

  Consultancy, market research, and regulatory 
support

Turning a rotor blade into cement
Once they have been dismantled, rotor blades are 
sawn up and transported in containers to pre-treat-
ment sites where the solid metal components 
are separated out and the rotor blade fragments 
crushed down even more. This material is then 
transported to a factory, where other impurities are 
removed before being mechanically processed and 

homogenised to produce a usable granular raw  
material substitute with a grain size of < 40 mm. 
The silicate contained in the glass fibre replaces 
sand in cement factories and the material is recy-
cled to produce an intermediate product known as 
cement clinker, which is then mixed with gypsum 
and ground into cement. So, cement produced in 
this way can be produced without using sand which 
is scarce around the world.

Rotor blade recycling: Innovative processes for demanding materials

Neocomp GmbH in Bremen, Germany, where the only material processing facility 
for composites made of glass fibre composites is located in Europe. © neowa + Highest safety standards for an 

    economical and reliable transport

+ For wind turbines of the latest  
    generation

+ »BLADES«, tower adapters and  
 heavy-duty modules 

WIND POWER 
COMPONENTS 
TRANSPORTED
SIMPLY

Watch our  
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in Aktion!

Right click 
on video for 
 full-screen 

 presentation

https://www.goldhofer.com/en/


Single-shaft shredder for pre-treatment of fibre composite 
waste from glass fibre composites © neowa
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(economic) possibility of making investments that 
had previously not been considered profitable for 
fibre optic connections would seem to make a re-
cycling process both compelling and economical-
ly reasonable. Nevertheless, so far, many entre-
preneurs are not ready to also recycle glass fibre 
composites and to design these thermosets in a 
way that they can be used till the end of their life 
cycle. There is also still a lack of imagination when 
it comes to considering the use of glass fibres 
for other applications (such as furniture and kick 
plates) to give them a genuine "second life".  
Dealing with the increasing  
recycling demand will require  
an urgent rethink on  
the part of both the  
public and the  
economy.

This is still far from perfect, and a lot remains to 
be done ...
At this point, the most responsible way to recycle 
the silicate in the GRP involves the use of suitable 
process engineering and thermal pre-treatment 
within the cement factory although this is also the 
costliest way to recycle this valuable material both 
from an ecological and economic perspective. 
However, the end goal has to be to ensure that the 
fibres really are reused as part of a genuine circu-
lar economy. Both the paper industry and special-
ist carbon fibre processing firms are already show-
ing how this can be done. 

Involving private companies in this process pre-
supposes an economic feasibility on a large indus-
trial scale, which is precisely where the real chal-
lenge begins. The market price of carbon fibres, 
which is twenty-fold higher, as well as the  

Rotor blade recycling: Innovative processes for demanding materials

Author
Frank J. Kroll
CEO of neowa
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NRGSync develops small and large wind turbines 
which combine all the benefits of decentralised 
energy generation. Equipped with our PV foil and 
coupled with our patented technical wind solu-
tions, we have developed unique systems over the 
years that stand out in terms of yield, cost-benefit 
and flexibility. 

Whether it be a municipality, an industrial site, 
or the creation of entire infrastructure solutions 
through a suitable charging infrastructure, we 
make it all possible from a single source and  
100 percent "Made in Germany".

Anjo: Energy supply for domestic residences
For our EMIWA "Anjo", all CE, EMC / EMC tests and 
all necessary DIN standards were complied with 
and certified. We have also complied with the le-
gal requirement pertaining to noise emissions in 
residential areas, whereby a value of just 31db at 
full load was certified. All safety-relevant compo-
nents have also been integrated, from overvoltage 

protection through to the non-combustible stor-
age cell used for our own storage batteries. 
As a contracting solution, including the coupling 
of PV systems for public and non-public buildings, 
tenant electricity models represent unique solu-
tions for cities, municipalities, cooperatives, and 
management companies. 
 

NRGSync's primary objective is to ensure independent energy production for the benefit of everyone with decentralised and 
versatile energy production technologies. 

Decentralised energy generation 2.0

Anjo: Energy supply for domestic residences © NRGSync
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Liko: Street light and charging station in one
The huge potential of our EMIWA "Liko" lies in its 
simplicity: the system produces approximately 
700 KwH of energy per annum, but only requires 
around 70 KwH per year for its own (dimmable) 
lighting.

Among other things, it can be used as a motion de-
tector, a monitoring system and as a replacement 
for existing lighting points. We use the installed ca-
bles to bring together and store the excess energy. 
This excess energy can be used directly at the Liko 
for charging e-vehicles or made available at strategi-
cally important collective locations.

HELUKABEL is one-stop supplier of cables, wires and accessories for the 
wind energy industry around the world. Benefit from our comprehensive 
product range and from customised solutions that are reliable even under 
the most extreme conditions.
More information can be found here: www.helukabel.com

We set 
wind energy on 
the right path

Liko: Street light and charging station in one © NRGSync

https://www.helukabel.de/de-en/Home/


Hiroki:  The wind turbine for the city centre © NRGSync
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Hiroki: The wind turbine for the city centre
Like all our products, the EMIWA "Hiroki" - which 
means "big tree" – is a global first in the field of 
decentralised energy generation. The Hiroki can be 
installed in any built-up area and combines mod-
ern design with high performance at a height of 
between 40-50 metres.
It can produce between 780,000 and 1.23 million 
KwH of energy at ports, industrial sites, city-centre 
locations etc. The installed capacity is 3 MW. Total-
ly new potential applications include integration 
in major charging stations or directly at filling sta-
tions for the production of green hydrogen. 
 

Conclusion:
The German Start up NRGSYNC advocates a 100 
percent energy transition and provides decentral-
ised solutions for everything from domestic resi-
dences to industrial sites and municipalities. We 
welcome collaboration with other companies to 
help achieve this goal with our products. Our re-
quirements are modest, but our values are all the 
more important. Which is why we are happy to 
work with partners who are also keen to advance 
modern energy production.

Author
Stefan Kaus
CEO of NRGSync



Lightning strike on a wind turbine
©TOPseven
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The regular visual inspections and lightning pro-
tection tests of wind turbines are essential for 
both safety and efficiency, but are also require-
ments for local regulations and insurance damage 
coverage. These are trained personnel intensive, 
are weather dependent and associated with long 
down times with resulting costs. These are person-
nel intensive, weather dependent and associated 
with long down times with resulting costs.

Wind turbines are permanently exposed to ever 
changing weather conditions so it is almost una-
voidable that damage to the structure can occur. 
This damage, however, can be prevented or mini-
mized within reasonable limits, if potential issues 
are detected at an early stage. Currently, LPS test-
ing and preventative maintenance means long 
downtimes resulting in an expensive loss of pro-
duction output. The biggest issue the operators 
have at the moment is the availability and capacity 

of industrial climbers who are in huge demand. 
Operators often have no choice but to shut down 
the turbine for an extended period for these inspec-
tions even on very productive days. 

There is a new alternative to this costly and time 
intensive maintenance. The method of using in-
dustrial climbers is increasingly being replaced by 
drone-based inspections. 

Automated visual inspections and contactless lightning protection (LPS)  
measurement for on- and offshore wind turbines

Intelligent drone-based inspection of wind  
turbines 

An operating drone in a german wind field. 
©TOPseven
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Drones as an alternative method for inspections
In this method, the drone is flown alongside the 
rotor blades and tower by a highly trained drone 
pilot and takes images of the turbine during the 
flight. This image material is reviewed afterwards 
by an expert and possible anomalies are reported.  
Drone-based inspection is offered today as a ser-
vice by some companies and can be booked as 
needed, similar to industrial climbers. Although 
this drone-based inspections of wind turbines takes 

significantly less time than the usual manual climb-
er inspections, it still has many stumbling blocks. 
For example, specialized pilots are needed, which 
means that the operator is again dependent on 
third-party resources and availability. In addition, 
during the flight, despite having a specialized pilot, 
it is difficult to fly close enough to the blades to ob-
tain high-resolution images and it’s almost impossi-
ble to maintain a constant distance, simply because 
of the height of the turbines and different weather 
conditions. Furthermore, a huge amount of over-
lapping redundant images are produced, which 
needs to be analyzed in a time-consuming process. 
There is still a need for optimising this method.

Autonomous drones in independent operation
For the first time, it is now possible to carry out an 
automated drone inspection independent of pilot 
skills. A new technology makes it possible for the 
drone to fly completely autonomously from take-
off to landing, because the flight path is precisely 
calculated in advance. This procedure enables a 
reproducible and accurate inspection flight, as the 
inspection route is always the same for the same 
type of turbine.

Intelligent drone-based inspection of wind turbines 

An inspection drone
©TOPseven

https://www.topseven.com/en/contactless-lightning-protection-measurement/?utm_source=gwp&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=anzeige/
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During the autonomous inspection flight, high-res-
olution images are taken, which can be analyzed 
almost in real time in the cloud. The images are 
optimized, processed and sorted in advance by AI 
before being presented to the inspector. The expert 
can use visual tools to closely inspect the surfaces 
and accurately measure and categorize damages, 
creating an automated modular anomaly report. 
This inspection process can be applied to both on-
shore and offshore rotor blades and the towers.

New method locates possible damage points 
from lightning strikes 
Additionally, there is a new alternative test meth-
od for lightning protection measurement (LPS) 
using a drone equipped with sensors to carry out 
contactless conduction measurement. This pro-
cess is completely automated and can also be 

used independently of visual inspections. The core 
idea of this patented process is the non-invasive 
injection of an electromagnetic field into the light-
ning protection conductor. The drone is equipped 
with a special sensor for e-field measurement and 
flies along the length of the rotor blade capturing 
multiple readings per second. The resulting data 
is evaluated using special filters and mathematical 
algorithms. The result is faster, more efficient, and 
more accurate measurements. This method can 
also precisely locate possible damage points which 
can then be repaired at later time.

Obviously, this alternative method of LPS testing 
needs to be certified by an independent organiza-
tion make sure the test results are valid.
This technology has been validated and verified 
by TÜV SÜD as a suitable alternative test method 
for a wind turbine's lightning protection system, 
extending from the receptors (lightning arrestors) 
to the blade flanges of the rotor blades, in accord-
ance with the Technical Guideline of the German 
Wind Energy Association (BWE Guideline).

A new standard for wind turbine inspections 
The drone-based inspection and contactless light-
ning protection measurement is a real alterna-
tive to the usual climber based methods. Almost 
anyone, from operators to technical managers to 
surveyors, can task their own servicing personnel 
with performing a visual inspection or lightning 
protection measurement, without the need for 
specialized training. This type of automated drone-
based process sets a new standard in terms of pre-
cision, data quality and ease of use.

Intelligent drone-based inspection of wind turbines 

Author
Florian Zimmer
Head of Project Management  
at TOPseven

Contactless lightning protection measurement
©TOPseven
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The rotor as the central assembly for converting 
wind into electrical energy is responsible for the 
majority of the loads that are introduced into the 
wind turbine system. When calculating the operat-
ing and extreme loads, various input variables are 
taken into account up to certain tolerance values. 
These include wind speed and direction, turbu-
lence intensity as well as the misalignment of the 
rotor blades and different rotor blade weights or 
unequal mass distribution in the rotor blades.
If a turbine with the correct type class is selected 
for the site conditions during the planning stage 
and the turbines settings are regularly checked 
according to the technical specification, it can be 
assumed that the loads will remain within the cal-
culated limits over the service life of the system. 
Thus, the performance curve specified by the 
manufacturer remains constant, no power curve 
performance losses are to be expected and the 
design life is achieved without major problems.

Imbalances lead to energy losses and damage to 
the wind turbine 
But what happens if the tolerances for the pitch 
angles of the rotor-blades are exceeded or the 
rotor blade weights / mass distribution is not cor-
rect? Deviations in the rotor blade angles cause 
aerodynamic imbalances which lead to non-neg-
ligible underperformance and thus yield losses. 
Furthermore, the additional loads that occur and 
are not taken into account in the calculation cause 
considerable damage to components; mass im-
balances have an equally damaging effect. The 
entire system is affected, but especially the com-
ponents of the drive train and all roller bearings. 
Both types of imbalance can occur simultaneously, 
whereby the aerodynamic one must first be de-
termined and eliminated before a mass imbalance 
can reliably be detected.

Why the vibration-free operation of wind turbines is so good for your  
balance sheet.

Do you still have losses or are you already 
measuring?

Measuring process with laser 
system © Windcomp
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The amount of yield loss due to aerodynamic im-
balance strongly depends on the turbine type, 
the rotor blade length and the rotor blade design. 
Based on targeted investigations and empirical val-
ues from wind farm operation, a conservative esti-
mate is that at least 2 percent loss of annual energy 
yield per 1° blade angle deviation is to be expected. 
Based on the statistics derived from measurements, 
it must be assumed that approximately 30 percent 
of the turbines in operation have a blade angle er-
ror of >1°. Under unfavourable conditions, such as 
those that apply to turbines in the second or third 
row in the wind farm or at locations with increased 
turbulence, the loss factor can be significantly high-
er. For a 3 megawatt turbine at an inland site of me-
dium quality, this roughly means a yield loss in the 
order of 10 - 15,000 Euros per year.

With steadily increasing turbine size, reduction in 
specific weight and increased efficiency, turbines 
become increasingly sensitive to inaccuracies in 
blade pitch as well as weight and mass distribution 
differences. The sensors installed in the latest gen-
eration of turbines can help to some extent, but 
they cannot replace external measurement. 

There are various methods for detecting aerody-
namic imbalances
Over time, various external methods have been 
developed to detect aerodynamic imbalances in 
wind turbines. A distinction is made between  
static and dynamic methods.

Static methods measure when the turbine is at  
a standstill, either by photographing the blade 
profiles or by scanning them with a laser.  

Do you still have losses or are you already measuring?

Figure 1:Harmful tower vibrations in a plant with a deviation of 2° (left) compared to the normal tower movements (right) © Windcomp

- No yield losses during measurement
- Measurement takes place under real 
  conditions
- Fast measuring process - whole wind 
  farms within a short time
- Results are immediately available
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Dynamic methods measure during normal turbine 
operation either by recording the blade profiles by 
means of video or by scanning them with a laser.
The static methods have a slightly higher accuracy, 
but do not provide any information about the be-
haviour of the system during operation. The video 
method also provides only limited additional in-
formation on the behaviour of the system in oper-
ation but is in any case more informative than the 
static methods. 

Only the dynamic laser measurement method 
provides several additional pieces of information, 
such as blade deflection and the vibration behav-
iour of the tower, which can be used to estimate 
the extent to which the asynchrony of the blade 
angles affects the turbine. If there is no or only a 
small blade angle deviation, the additional infor-
mation of the dynamic laser measurement meth-
od can be used to make a qualitative estimate of 
the presence of mass imbalance.

Do you still have losses or are you already measuring?

Author
J. Dietrich Mayer
CEO of windcomp

1. Relative blade angle
2. Tower clearance
3. Tower movement
4. Twist angle
5. Radial sharing

Imbalances are a cost factor – in form of yield 
loss and maintenance 
For the turbine operator, it is advisable to have 
new turbines measured when they are commis-
sioned and then regularly, at least during the  
periodic inspection, which should also be done  
for existing turbines. 
Calculated over the service life of a wind turbine, 
imbalances represent a considerable financial  
burden in the form of yield loss and increased 
wear, the amount of which is disproportionate  
to the costs of regular re-measurement.

"Only with a dynamic  
measurement method and 
with a measurement in 
real operating conditions 
the entire behaviour of the 
plant is visible." J. Dietrich Mayer

© Windcomp



Test model of the floating wind turbine "Nezzy 2" (scale 1:10) in the 
storm near Vierow in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania © Jan Oelker
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An increasing number of manufacturers are de-
veloping floating wind power platforms to enable 
them to access greater ocean depths. The energy 
giant EnBW and Aerodyn, a North German engi-
neering company, both joined the quest to find 
a floating system in 2020 with an unusual new 
design known as the "Nezzy2", which consists of 
two rotors mounted on Y-shaped splayed towers 
mounted on a shared base, most of which is un-
der water. Three floats and the rotor mast are at-
tached to a flooded concrete base shaped like a 
horizontal Y. The structure is anchored to the sea-
bed by steel cables. The main advantages of the 
design are that the floating foundation aligns it-
self with the direction of the wind and, according 
to the designers, the fact that the tower height is 
shorter than conventional wind turbines, which 
gives this model more stability in the water.

15 megawatts, semi-submersible
Aerodyn had initially tested an 18-metre-high 
1:10 scale model of the system in a gravel pit lake 
near Bremerhaven and their engineers compared 
the operation with two- and three-blade rotors. 
The system was then tested for two months last 
autumn in the Greifswalder Bodden, a basin in 
the southwestern Baltic Sea, 650 metres off Vier-
ow harbour: 180 sensors measured the turbine's 
behaviour in wind and waves and a storm surge 
occurred as if to order in October. "We had the 
chance to observe Nezzy2 lying stable in the wa-
ter for one and a half days under extreme weath-
er conditions," says Aerodyn managing director 
Sönke Siegfriedsen. Extrapolating the data to its 
actual size, the model was able to withstand the 
equivalent of 30-metre waves.

Whether it's bird flight or the open oceans, nature presents many challenges to 
wind power – but there are technologies to deal with them.

Technology masters nature
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Aerodyn and EnBW are planning to build a full-size 
prototype with a 15 MW output. "We want to use 
self-floating wind turbines in our international off-
shore projects," says EnBW's Hannah König, Head 
of Wind and Maritime Technology: "which is why 
we are pleased to be providing support for the 
further development of this technology." The two 
companies recently announced that the 1:1 scale 
prototype will be tested in China as early as late 
2021 or early 2022.

Brakes for the red kite
There are also new developments in bird conser-
vation. Several manufacturers have recently devel-
oped effective systems for detecting medium-sized 
and large birds, which then either slow down the 
rotors (event-related shutdown) or use noise to 
scare the birds away (event-related deterrence). 
The benefits of the systematic braking and disrup-
tive manoeuvre system is obvious: they could be 
used to develop new sites for wind energy in a na-
ture conservation-compliant manner that have to 
date have been off limits for bird protection rea-
sons. Detection systems could also be useful for 
existing wind turbines, where, for example, longer 

complete shutdowns during breeding seasons are 
likely.

As soon as endangered bird species, such as red 
kites or white-tailed eagles, approach the rotor 
blades, they are detected by the system, which 
then sends a signal to the turbine control system 
and the rotor is put into spin mode. According to 
the Kompetenzzentrum Naturschutz und Energie-
wende (the German Competence Centre for Nature 

Technology masters nature

Technicians collect data using the IdentiFlight 
technology.  © NREL/Dennis Schroeder
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Conservation and Energy Transition or KNE), rotor 
blade tip speeds can be reduced to the point that 
the risk of killing these birds is minimised within  
20 to 40 seconds. In fact, the German Federal  
Agency for Nature Conservation has confirmed 
that: "Some bird detection systems have reached a 
developmental stage that enables the automated, 
timely shutdown (putting into spin mode) of wind 
turbines to reduce collision risks." Several systems 
are either in the pilot or optimisation phase. An 
overview published by the KNE in June 2020 lists 
eight camera-based and three radar-based systems 
all in different stages of development.

The IdentiFlight system, which comprises eight 
wide-angle cameras and a swivelling stereo cam-
era and can detect large birds and birds of prey at 
a distance of one kilometre at a 360-degree angle 
in good visibility, is already being tested at sever-
al locations in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, 
Baden-Württemberg, and Saxony-Anhalt. This sys-
tem, which uses artificial intelligence, needs only 
five seconds to recognise a red kite or a white-tailed 
eagle. The KNE cites initial evaluations of the trials 
at two locations: apparently the system was able 

to detect red kites and classify them correctly at 
a distance of 700 to 800 metres in 90 per cent of 
cases, with a false positive rate of just two percent. 
The false negative rate (whereby the system failed 
to sound the alarm) was just 10 percent. ProBird's 
system, which is also camera-based, is currently un-
dergoing trials in France and Germany. Initial results 
suggest that the false positive rate is 16 percent, 
which is something the manufacturer is planning to 
optimise to lower the cost associated with unneces-
sary shutdowns.

Technology masters nature

Author
Jesko Habert
Ahnen & Enkel, agency for  
communications

The "Identiflight" camera system was developed in the USA. It detects birds at a distance 
of one kilometre and also identifies the species. © NREL/Dennis Schroeder
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Directory: These companies may help you on different topics
Categories
 Education and Training
 Operation and Service
 Direct maketing
 Finance

 Appraiser
 Wind turbine manufacturer
 Planning and Construction
 Recycling

 Specified Services
 Transport and Logistics
  Supplier of electrical and  

electronic components

  Supplier of mechanical components
  Supplier of other components

Your  
Contacts to 

 German  
Experts 

Addinol
Am Haupttor, 06237 Leuna,  
Germany
 Lubrication

M

@

AllCon
Service & Dienstleistungs GMBH

AllCon Service & Dienstleistungs 
GmbH
Gotenstraße 4, 20097 Hamburg, 
Germany
 Operation and Service

M

@

Bachmann electronic GmbH
Kreuzäckerweg 33, 6800 Feldkirch, 
Austria 
 Wind turbine manufacturer

M

@

Bathan AG – Ceramic Lubricants
Reckenbühlstr. 21, 6005 Luzern, 
Switzerland
 Lubrication

M

@

blade care GmbH – blade care 
Academy
Neuenfeld 41, 17291 Schoenfeld, 
Germany
 Education and Training

M

@

Dark Sky
Jahnstraße 3A,  
17033 Neubrandenburg, Germany
  Aircraft Detection Lighting  

Systems 

M

@

Dauerkraft GmbH
Friesenweg 2c, 22763 Hamburg, 
Germany
  Commercial Management
  Finance

M

@

Dornier Group GmbH
Charlottenstraße 18, 10117 Berlin, 
Germany
 Operation and Service 
 Planing and Construction

M

@

EcofinConcept GmbH
Renewable Energies

EcofinConcept GmbH 
Rheinstr. 7, 41836 Hückelhoven, 
Germany
  Consulting, Project Development,  

Investment and Project Brokerage

M

@

ELMEKO GmbH & Co. KG
Graf-Zeppelin-Str. 5,  
56479 Liebenscheid, Germany
  Supplier switch cabinet  

accessories

M

@

EnBW Energie Baden- 
Württemberg AG
Schelmenwasenstraße 15,  
70567 Stuttgart, Germany
 Planning and Construction 
 Operation and Service

M

@

Energiequelle GmbH
Hauptstraße 44, 15806 Zossen, 
Germany
 Planning and Construction 
 Operation and Service

M

@

Click the 
 symbols for 

 e-mail or 
 website

M

@
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 Wind turbine manufacturer
 Planning and Construction
 Recycling

 Specified Services
 Transport and Logistics
  Supplier of electrical and  

electronic components

  Supplier of mechanical components
  Supplier of other components

Your  
Contacts to 

 German  
Experts 

eno energy Gruppe
Straße am Zeltplatz 7,  
18230 Ostseebad Rerik, Germany
 Wind turbine manufacturer

M

@

eologix sensor technology gmbh
Kratkystrasse 2, 8020 Graz, Austria
 Rotor blade monitoring

M

@

ERG Germany GmbH
Jungfernstieg 1, 20095 Hamburg, 
Germany
 Operation and Service

M

@

ESM Energie- und Schwingungs-
technik Mitsch GmbH
Energiestraße 1,  
64646 Heppenheim, Germany
  Vibration technology

M

@

GAIA mbH
Jahnstraße 28, 67245 Lambsheim, 
Germany 
 Planning and Construction 
 Operation and Service

M

@

GfM Gesellschaft für Maschinen- 
diagnose mbH
Köpenicker Straße 325,  
12555 Berlin, Germany
 Operation and Service
  Appraiser

M

@

GL Garrad Hassan Deutschland 
GmbH
Sommerdeich 14b, 25709 Kaiser- 
Wilhelm-Koog, Germany
   Measurement Institute and 

Technical Advisor“ 

M

@

Goldhofer AG
Donaustrasse 95, 87700 Memmingen, 
Germany
 Wind turbine manufacturer
 Transport and Logistics

M

@

Green Wind Engineering GmbH
Alt-Moabit 60a, 10555 Berlin,  
Germany
 Rotor imbalance measurements

M

@

www.G-LUBE.com

Gruetzner GmbH
Dagobertstr. 15, 90431 Nuernberg, 
Germany
 Lubrication

M

@

HELUKABEL® GmbH
Schloßhaldenstraße 10,  
71282 Hemmingen, Germany
 Wind turbine manufacturer
  Supplier of electrical and  

electronic components

M

@

juwi AG
Energie-Allee 1, 55286 Wörrstadt, 
Germany
 Planning and Construction 
 Operation and Service

M

@
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 Wind turbine manufacturer
 Planning and Construction
 Recycling

 Specified Services
 Transport and Logistics
  Supplier of electrical and  

electronic components

  Supplier of mechanical components
  Supplier of other components

Your  
Contacts to 

 German  
Experts 

blade access systems

Käufer Befahrtechnik
Mühlenberg 5, 42499 Hückeswagen, 
Germany
 Operation and Service 

M

@

Lufthansa Industry Solutions  
AS GmbH
Schützenwall 1, 22844 Norderstedt, 
Germany
 IT, Consulting, Digitisation

M

@

M&M Erneuerbare Energien 
Patriotischer Weg 43,  
18057 Rostock, Germany
 Consulting

M

@

Nordwest Assekuranzmakler 
GmbH & Co. KG
Herrlichkeit 5-6, 28199 Bremen, 
Germany
  Insurance

M

@

NOTUS energy
Parkstraße 1, 14469 Potsdam,  
Germany
 Planning and Construction

M

@

P3Management Berlin
Pilsener Straße 62, 12623 Berlin, 
Germany
  Planning and Construction
 Specified Services

M

@

Grüne Energie für Ihr Leben

Prowind GmbH
Rheiner Landstraße 195 a, 49078 
Osnabrück, Germany
  Planning and Construction

M

@

Prysmian Kabel und Systeme 
GmbH
Alt Moabit 91d, 10559 Berlin,  
Germany
  Supplier of electrical and  

electronic components

M

@

Regenerative Energien Zernsee
Bergstraße 1, 12169 Berlin,  
Germany
 Operation and Service

M

@

Regrata Abbruch und Recycling 
GmbH & Co. Kg
Bremer Straße 135, 27283 Verden, 
Germany
 Dismantling 
 Recycling

M

@

RES Deutschland
Reutener Str. 18, 79279 Vörstetten, 
Germany
  Planning and Construction
  Operation and Service

M

@

Schmidbauer GmbH & Co. KG
Seeholzenstr. 1, 82166 Gräfelfing /
Munich, Germany
 Transport and Logistics
 Specified Services

M

@
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 Transport and Logistics
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  Supplier of mechanical components
  Supplier of other components

Your  
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 German  
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TOP seven GmbH & Co. KG
Schiffbauerweg 1, 82319 Starnberg, 
Germany
 Operation and Service

M

@

Vensys Energy AG
Im Langental 6, 66539 Neunkirchen, 
Germany
 Wind turbine manufacturer

M

@

VSB Holding GmbH
Schweizer Straße 3a, 01069 Dresden, 
Germany
 Planning and Construction

M

@

Weidmüller Group
Klingenbergstraße 26,  
32758 Detmold, Germany
  Condition monitoring, Data 

analysis

M

@

windcomp GmbH
Glogauer Straße 21, 10999 Berlin, 
Germany
  Operation and Service
  Appraiser

M

@

windexperts Netzwerk
Überseetor 14, 28217 Bremen,  
Germany
 Appraiser

M

@

windwise GmbH
Hafenweg 46-48, 48155 Münster, 
Germany
  Turbine Lifetime extension 20+

M

@

WuF – Windenergie und  
Flugsicherheit GmbH
Windmühlenberg 1, 24814 Sehestedt, 
Germany
  Aircraft Detection Lighting  

Systems 

M

@

SkyVisor
27 rue du Chemin Vert,  
75011 Paris, France
  Drone-based rotor blade  

inspection

M

@

SpanSet GmbH & Co. KG
Jülicher Straße 49-51,  
52531 Übach-Palenberg, Germany
  Transport and Logistics

M

@

Statkraft Markets GmbH
Derendorfer Allee 2a,  
40476 Düsseldorf, Germany
  Direct maketing
  Planning and Construction

M

@

Steil Kranarbeiten GmbH & Co. KG
Auf dem Adler 3, 54293 Trier,  
Germany
 Transport and Logistics

M

@
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